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INTRODUCTION
equations which can be solved iteratively to
obtain the maximum likelibood estimates of JL
and!. Thei~ deriVAtions considQrad only 09tilJUJtloTl of ~ U1e(\n vee-to, J!. rat.he:r than.a
matrix 11 HowavHr. in an appendix they present
the basic
formuli for estimatian
of ~
Hosking (1980) contains an explicit derivation
of those regults.
The second of the thtee technlquea is
presented in Woodbury and Hasselblad (1970)
and Orchard and Woodbury (1912). It will subsequently be referred to as the WOH technique.
It also produces ma~imum likallhood estimates
of ~ and .£ through an it'eratlve technique.
However, tbe_ development in these pape~s is
quita different, with the problem being formulated and solved througb wnat Woodbury terms
·'the missing information principle" or MIP.
The two d1ffe~ent d@rivations lead to vary
different computational algorithms. The first
step in their algorithm Is to use the complete
observatIons to compute an initial estimate of
j~
Thi$ e~t~te is used to compute estimated
1r values to replace those which ate missing.
These Ilre uaed t~ COIlpllte new est1n:aates of ~
and E Which &re in turn used ,to compute n~
eBt~teB of the misaing valuea. This process
is iterated to eonvergenee. The-deve1oPQent of
thQ WOg technique aSSumes a ~ctor ~rather
than a matrix~. Howevar, Hosking (1980) presents an extension of the tecbnique to estimation of :t. and h
The t)iIrd technique to be considered is
quite different from the first two.
It was
first suggested by Kleinbaum (1970) in his
diRRe~t~t{on.
An~ lat~~
puhl1eh@d in ahbreviated fo~ in Kleinbaum (1973). It wIll subsequently ba referred to as the KLN technique.
Kleinbaum prcpnsed a generalization of the
standard GLMMmodel which he called the more
general I1n~.r model (MGLM). Spee1al eages of
this model inelude the multiple design matrl~
multivariate model (Srivastava, 196&), the
seemingly
unrelated
regressions
.ode1
(Zellnar J 1962). and the case of interest
here, the incomplete general' linear multivariate ~odel
(IGLMM)
(SrivaBtva, 1966).
Llml~ing
considerations to this special case
all~s
Kleinb.um's eo~ple~ ftQtation (whleh
involves four levels of subscripts at one
point) to be vastly simplified, with a corresponding reduction of computational effort.
In KleinbaUUl' 9 approach, he estimates a
matrix ~ rather than it
For the IGLMH., ;.. is
a -resnaped fom of h If ~ is q x p then 1. is
a pq. x 1 vector formed by concatenating the p
columns of ~ under each other. In order to
estimate,@,1n this f-OrtI, it: is neceBsary to
reshape:l ~nto all N :x 1 vector, and A into an
N x pq matrix.
.1. is defined DY
(!l'!2' •••lp'), where lA i-EI the'Rs 3.1 V'oI!eto~
of all observed values of variable sand N
d.afined by:

One of the DOst common problems in applied
statistics is the issue of how to dll!"l with
"mls&lng

d.ata."

I'he term

"missing d.ata"

helll

been

"

,~

uRad to daseribe a vast aS80rtmsnt of
topics, same
of which are
only distantly
related. The c~ae considered he~e involves:
1. missing values only in the dependent
variables with independent variables
assumed to be fixed,
2. ~alueB missIng at random. and
3. normally distrIbuted dependent variablaa.
SpecIfically, the topic ~f this paper Is a comparison of alternative techniques for estidatiQn
in the General Linear Multivariate ~del (GLMM)
af full rank and wItb normality assumptions When
some of the dependent variable vectors have some
co.ponents missing at random.
The standard
tecbnique for dealing wi~h missing data of this
type is what will be called ··liBtwise de.1etian,"
that iB, discarding any observation containing
one ot more missing values.
When the data ar8
missing at random, using listwiae deletion will
not bias the estimates of the GLMM parameters!
and!. However, listwise delQtloa invol~as discarding informatian (contained 1n the obsetved
componente of the incomplete vectors) which-may
be useful for improving the precision of the estimates and the power of testa.
This study
focuses on three other techniques which nave
been proposed in the last 10 years.
These
appear to be the only eecbniques applicable to
the situation described above which have been
proposed on ana1ytic t rather than heuristic
grounds.
The th~ee
techniques we~e
each
deBe~ibed in a pair of related a~tleles~
1. Hocking and Smith (1968) and Hartley
and Rocking (1971)
2. Yoodbury and Ha ••• lblad (1970) Bnd
Orchard and Woodbury (1972)
3. Kleinba... (1970, 1973)
Each of these pairs of papers prQSent8 a different approacb to the problem, And demonstrates
various desirable properties of the approach.
Bowever, the only analytic results which ha~e
been pte.ented concerning the techniques have
been asymtotic.
No studies have been published
which Investigated . the behavior of the techniques in finite sampl.8~
!bis p~per pr~8ente
:e.uch results.
DeIlc.r1ptiCn'l of the techniques
The first of these three techniques was fiTat
proposed, with
heuriati(:.
justification. by
It wa. subaequently
Hocking and Smith (1968).
formalized
and seaerali%ed in Hartley and
Docking (1971).
It will be referred to in this
paper &8 the BUS technique.
In thei,r de.velopment, the N observations
are first partitioned into T groups, such that
all tN obaervatlons In the t-th grQup have the
Balle pattern of missing values.
The likelihood
fUQctton for the entire sample fa ~hen'expressed
48 the product of the T group li~11hOQd £unctions.
DifferentiatIng with respect to the
vector Aand the matrix ~ produces a Bystem of

:r •
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Relationship between th~ !LN and MLE
Techniques
It 1e well known (see E.G. Kendall and
Stuart;p 1979; -:Dudewicz. 1976) that sufficient
~onditions for an est~tor to be UAN are
1) that it b~ an MLE, and
2) that the fIrst and second derivatives
of the likelihood function exist.
As discussed above. the WOH and HHS techniques
each produce mEa for..@;.. and t using different
computational algcrltliDiS. 1ri. both Cllges tba
marginal likalIhOQd of the obRerved data is
the likelihood maxi.ized.
It is elear that
the first and second derivatIves of that lIke1ihood function eIist, since it is simply the
product of T independent "'standard" multivariate normal likallhoods (one
for ea~b
pattern of 1Ii981ng data).
Hence it follows
immediately that the MLE ~echni~ue8 are BAN.
It 1a obvious fram. the derivations, however,
that those
estimators are not
equal to
Kleinbaumte BAN estimator in finite samples.
For example. the ML~ algorithms use a denominator of N in cOJllputing h while Xleinbaum's
algorithm USeS Nij -q as the devisor for

Note that N i. thQ tDta1 number of observed de-'
pendent variable value8~ not the number of subject8.
X Is a block diagonal matrix defined
by:

r>J

~l
~2

0

o
wbere,.3s is the ne x q subset of rows from the
original design matri~ ~orr~sp~ndlng to those
obeer~tioas having non-mieeing
v~lue8 for the
9 th dependent variable.
Wote that this 19 peefectiy valid as a representation of the etandard GLMM.
As. is demonstrated by Kle1nb.a.mo
(1970) such a representation w111 produce the
same estidlates for the elements of .p_ and 1; a.nd
any hypothesis of the form 110:
..@,!. - .Q. c.an
be transformed into one. of the fom Ho: !- ~ O.
In fact, this representation is mora
general.
Using it, one can test hypotheses
which c.annot be expressed in the form C ~U.
The primary disadvantage Df this ~t'hO'd is
that one of the matrices involved in the formulas for estimation and hypathasis testing is
of o~det N x N, which quickly becomes too large
fOT practical computations.
However. for the
IGLMM, this matrix is never needed.
For this
special case, the matrix is block diagonal~ and
i~ 18
possible to exploit this fact when estimating !.. and h Kle.inba\E derives a famlly of
BAN, unbiased estimators for.t based on any
consistent estimator of h .t produced by listwl$~ rlele~ion is an unbiased and consistent estl.ator of E.
Hence one estimation method.
which .'would ~t be iterative,. is to use that.L
to estimate i.
HOwever, he also sugzests two
itetative techniquQ8 which ~y produce BAN estimates of 1. wh.ich e::re bettet,. in the sense of
p~oducing estimators
whose variance converges
on the limiting variance at a faster rate as
sample size increases (Kleinbau.,. 1970).
Each
of these iterative algorithms adjusts the inIt:lal estimates of !. and .t in much the sSIII.e way
as the maximum likelihOOd algorIthms.
An important characteristic of Xlelnbaum's
work is that he der1vQs a test et~tlstlc,. &symtotlcally ch1-square~ for testing
any hypothesis of the form HO: J!. i. - ~.
I t reduces:
to tne Hotelling-Lawley trace statistl~ when
the data are complete.

t ...

Theoretical Relationships Among the

eleme.nt. (1,j) and U,1) of

h

It would be possible to use 1{ as the
devisor
for every element of J.. in the
lUeinbaun technlq-ue, since..t wouitf still be
consistant (although biased).
This would
produce an alternate set of BAN estimators of
,I!, and k However, it has not been possible to
sh~ any relationship between thee. ~stimator8
and the MLBs in finite samples.
DESCRIPTION OF THE IilNTE-CARLO STUDY

'l1lere are tnree basic issues which this
study was designed to address. First, do the
tec~niques work?
That 1s. do the algorltbms
converge, and 1f so do they converge to reasonable estimates? Second, are tha tachniques
any better than standard techniques such as
11stwise delet1on? More generally; how do the
accuracy of the estimates compare with each
oth~r
and with thos@ produc@d by the teeh~
nlque g currently in uso?
Thitd, are the
techniques pract1cal?
That is,
do they
require an exceaaive amount of memory or time
to produce estImates for problems of reasonable size1 As will be shown subsequently,
the study described he~e provided faitly consistent, clear answers to each of these questions for the conditions coosidered.
Technigues Investigated
In all I 81~ techniques were investigated.
The four already discussed were listwise deletion and the three algoritb.s described above.
The fifth ~as simply analysis of ths completa
data (before any ~alues were set to ~ssing).
This was included tp provide an upper bound
against which to compare the performance of
the other tecbniques. The six.th technique examinad was pairwise deletion. Although little
can be ~~fd about the finite s$mple properties
of the. pairwise esti.•. toX's of ..tand h they
are consistent and unbiased.
Furthermore,
they are intuitively appealing in that the estiute of eaICh element of ~ i!(l based on all of

Technt~ues

Equivalence of the WOE and BRS Techniques
Aa was mentioned above, the WOR and BRS
techniques both prod~ce MLEs, althougb by very
different a1gorithms~
This was first noted by
Hartley and Hocking (1971) in their reply to
the discussion by WOodbury of their paper.
Bosking (1980) presents an explicit d@rivat1on
of the equivalence of the two taehnlques.
Dempstet, Laird~ ~nd aubln (1977) show that
both algorithms may be regarded as special
cases of their general KK algorithm.
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the non--'CII.issing ob9~rv.atlo_na for the ct'rrresponding variable and the estimate of each
element of t is based on all of the nonmi88ing ob8e~tion8 for tne cortesponding pair
of variables.
However,. tne estimate of ..t.
produced by pairwise deletion may be $ingular.
Wb~l~ this
does not pose a problem for point
estimation, it is extremely
undesirable if
interval estimation, hypothesis testing, or
multivariate analyses (such as factor analysis)
are of interest.

solute deviation. (MXAD). These measures were
c:omputed sep.!lrate1y for ~and
In many
c:ases , estimation of one of the parameters
might be of much more inteteet than eatimation
of the other. FOr example, if the primary purpose of a study were to examine the structure
of the residual correlation matrix among the
depend.ent va:r-lable.s. e.e-ti-matio-n of J., would be.
paramount. Estimation of $ might be of interest only for the contribution of _XB to the estimation of 1:.
In other c.aseEl , -point estimation of 1.. mlSht be of primary importance. or
both might be equally important.
Hence the
performance of the techniques is evaluated
separatel1.. for .!. and k.
Let Gtj be. an element of!. or
from.
sample i, and let 9j be the corresponding
parameter.
Then the sumury measures- are

rt:

Factor. Varied

The three factors varied in the study were
sample size, proportion of missing values, and
1nter~orrelation &mons the
dependent variables.
Two levels were chosen for each factor,
resulting in a 2 x 2 x 2 design for the study.
Sample sizes of 30 and 60 were used.
Data sets
containing 10 and 20 percent of missing values
weTe examined. two patterns of interco~relation
were selected, one with an average aff-dlagonal
corr@lation of .3 and ·tba other with an .8.verago
off~diagonal correlation of .6.

.t.

defined by:
J
1) !lADl j J
2) MSDt - L

I

j -

Other Cha~acteristic$ of the Study
The three factoCQ just
diScusaed we~e
3eleeted to be varied because they seemed- the
most likely to affect the relative performance
of the techniques.
~n this section, the ·values
chosen for other eharacteriatlcs of the situation are presented~
Any of these factors ddgbt
also affect the performance of the techniques.
but they were felt to be leaR l1kely to differentially
affect the tecbniques
tnan thOS4

1
J

3) MUD! - max
j -1

ISij -

9j

I.

Execution of the Monte-Carlo
The first atep in performing the studt
was to generate 50 samples fr~ ea~h of the
four co~blnatlons of sample size and level of
lntercorrelation.
For each c~b1natlon, a
single A matrix was generated.
-Given ~ and
tbe cor~esponding ~ and I, 50 sample data sets
were generated.
Each "'observation contained
the variables Xo. Xl. X2. X3' and YI , YZ' and
Y3 as well as a samplQ numbar and obaervation
number. 'lb.e data. sets ware generated by a SAS
procedu~e PROC DATAGEN,. written for this simulatioll. .'111e..AI (.!t~ ,!) pseudo-random deviates were gene~ated using standard techniques.
The second step was to produce the data
sets containing 10 and 20 pereent missing
valueS. A second SAS procedure, PROC DATADLT,
was used to read the complete dataee~B and
produce output data sets in which each Y value
was set to missing with tne desired probability.
PRoe DATADLT also added three variables to
the output observatian9.
~o
contain strings of ones and zeroes representing the pattern of observed and missing
variahles (in ba8~S 2 and 10).
The final step was to analyze the data
sets using each of the six techniques.
The
analysis routines were WTitten-in PROC MATRfX ,
with several new functions written in FORtRAN
and added to PROC MATRIX to enhance tne efficiency of the code. The choice of PROC MATRIX
as the language was made primarily to keep the
prQaramming t~ak re~aonable+ Evan though PROC
MATRIX is a high level language fo~ statistical computing. over 1000 lines of PROe
MATRIX code were needed to program the six
algorithms.
Even using subroutine libraries
such as IMSL, the corresponding routines WQuld
bave been much longer in PLI or FORTRAN.
Furthermore. the functions and ope~ators in

above.

The number of dependent variables was fixed
three.
The variances chosen far tbe dependent variablas wara 9, 4~ and 16. producing th.
covariance matrieea presentad in Table 1.
The
structure chosen for X was a natural polynomial
model.
Values of Xl were genetated a~ integers
uniformly distribut~d on the intarval (O~9).
Xo, X2' and X3 were then computed as :(1 raised
to the powers O. 2, and 3~ respectively.
The
a:truc:ture chosen for A.,is p("esented in Table 2.
Tbe number of samples generated for eAch cOnditiQn was 50.
a~

Measures of Precision of Estimates
The measures used to evaluate the performance of the teehnique9 can ba grouped into
two classes: IilStri1t valued mea811ras and sl.IIDDJllry
measures.
Th8! matrix valued lDt'!:asures have a
sepa.rate component fot ellen element of )!,and
each unique element of h
The s-ummary measures
combine, in various ways, the components of the
matrix valued measures to provide univariate
s~rte$ of
the accuracy of the techniques.
The summary measures produce two numbers for
each of the 50 samples within a cell, one
c01lIputed across the 12 elements of J..., and the
other across the &ix distinct: ela;nant9 of h
The eanelusions drawn from these two classes of
depeudent variables were consistent.
Due to
space constraints I will discuss
only the
S1.JIIIm.9.ry measures here ..
The three anmma~y measure6 used we,e:
1)
the mean absolute deviation (MAD). 2) the mean
squared deviation (MSO), .!lnd 3) the maximum. ab-
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FRoe MATRIx are PLO and ASSBMBLBR load modules
and are at least as efficient as thei~ IMSL
counterparts (althougb completely dependent on
IBM 360/370 arch1tecture).
In all, a~?rox
imately 1000 linea of PLO and FORTRAN H cQde
were written (PROC. DArAGE~~ PROC DATADLT, and
the functions) and added to SAS and PROC
MATRIX.
Overall, the efficiency of the reBulting programs were acceptahle.
With one
exception (d~8cusaed later), tbe tecbn1ques
required at most 20 seconds to compute estimates of...t and ~ for any c.ombination of the
factors ..

subjects and the probability of missing values
were eonaistent l larg. and 88 expected; precision improved with more subjects and worsened
with more missing data. ne accuracy improved
with increasing ave~age intercorrelation for ~
but did not change for }J
The only major ~interactionn revealed by
these tables is between method and average
intercorrelation. For the low level of intercorrelation, pairwise 1s about as good as tbe
KLN and won metbods, but for nigh Intercorrelation the WOH and (especially) the KLN algorithms are better.

RESULTS OF THE M)NTE-CARLO STUDY

Cost Comparisons Among the Tecbniques
The ~elative cost of the techniques is
measured by two variables. CPU second equivalent per sample and maximum main storage
tequt~ed per condition.
CPu QBcond equivalent
is a weighted linear combination of actual CPU
seconds, un~t record EXCPs, disk EXCPs, tape
cba~gQs
(none in this 8tudy)~ and ~emory
charges (constant across methods and conditions in this study) used by the computer
center to compute job costs.
The pattern of results for CPU equlvalent
is qulte interesting.
The figures for listwise deletion wers about 20 percent greater
than fo~ analyaie of the complate data. Pair~
wise delet:ion was about 10 pereent more than
llstwlse.
Neither technique was affected by
the proportion of _iasing values
or the
average intercorrelatian among the factors.
Th~
WOH algor1thm ~ag about 35 per~~nt more
expensive than listwise deletion When 10 percent of the data were missing.. ~en 20 percent of the data were dd8sing~ the WOH algorithm was over twice as expensive as listwise delet:ion.
the effect: of average intercorrelation _was negliglb1e, as was the effect
of number of observations. The KLN algorithm
was much more e~pensive than any of the othQr
teehniques, ranging from two to five times as
&xpenslvQ 8S the WOK algorithm.
In contrast
to all of ·the other techniques, the numbe~ of
8ubjects bad a dramatic effect on the cost of
the KLN algorithm. 'The conditione ¥t1tn 60 observations were roughly twicQ as e~ensi~e as
tnose with 30· observations.
Th_ proportions
of ~lBsing data bad a subst:ant1al effect on
the KLN algorithm but in the opposite direct10n f~om its ~ffect on the won algorithm.
The conditions with 20 percent dissing data
were about 10 percent less expensive than
tnose with 10 p@rc@nt mi9sing data.
The
~verage
inte~cottelatiQn
again had little
effect.
The differences among the pairwise, ltstwise and complete data algorit~s in maximum
core used are again small.
The liatwlse
algorithm used about the same amount as the
complete data also~1thm, while the pairwise
algorithm used about three percent more than
the other two.
The WOB algorithm used about
s1x percent more co~e than the 11stwise algoritbm~
For all four of these techniques, the
number of subjects had an effect of about five
parc@nt, whilQ the proportion of missi~g data
and
the average intercorrelation bad no
effect. The KLN algorithm required ~ch more

Before discussing the deta11s of the
r&sults. it seems useful to provide an overall
summary, since the major results were remarkably consistent. The single most striking
result ia that the KLN and WaH a18o~ithm9 do
indeed "work" (i.e. t.hey converge on reasonable estimates), but the RHS algorithm do~s
not. Beeallse of the need to invert (t.£ tE
for each groupt tbe HHS algorithm reduced to
listwisQ deletion in about a tbird of the
samples.
~ven·when at least one large enough
group of observations with a common pattern of
missing values was available, its behavior was
unacceptable.
In contrast to the other two
algorithms which typically converged in five
to ten iterations (and never required more
than 50), the HHS algorithm failed to converge
in 100 iterations for approximately 10 percent
of the samples.
Due to these problemB~ this
technique is omitted from the discussion which
follows.
In contraat t~ the HHS a18o~1thm, t.he WOH
and KLN algorithms always converged on reasonable estimates in a reasonable t~e.
In
general, tbese techniques were
both substantially batter than
listwigQ deletion,
using any measure of aecuraey in any of the
cells.

ji

1

,•<
I
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Results from the Summary Measures
Overall~ the
KLN and WOH t~ehniqn~s ar~
clearly better than listwise deletion.
The
tbree measures, eight cells I and two parameters produce 48 comparisons.
The KLN ~ea
sures are better than the correspondinl list~
wise measures in all 48. The WOH meaBur~s are
better in all 24 comparisons involving !, and
In 21 of 24 compa~1aons involving ~ MOst of
these mean differences are at least three
standard errors in magnitude.
This can alao
be clearly seen in Table 3 which presents marginal means for eQch summary measure~ broken
down by method versus number of 8ubjects~ proportion of miasing values and average intercorrelation ..
The comparisons among the KLN~ won, and
pa1rwise techniques are less consistent.
For
estimation of k the KLN t:echnique 1s consist.ently better than either the WOH or pairwise
techniques. which ar@ roughly c~nparable. Fot
estimation of I!~ the WaH technique is sOIleWhat:
better than t\le KLN and pairwise techniques,
whi~h are roughly comparable.
The marginal effects of the number of
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D.G. Testing linear hypotheses in
eenarali:ed multl~rlate linear «odels.
Communications in Statistics, 1973, 1,
433-457.
-

core than any of the other techniques.
The
number of subjects had the ~reBte8t influence
on the core requirements. For the 30 subject
condItions. the KLN technique required about
20 percent more eor~ than the 118~18@ algoritbm; for the 60 subject eondltionB~ the KLN
technique required twice as much cOte.
lbe
conditions with 30 subjects and 20 percent
missing data used abont 10
percent less
stora8Q than tbe conditions witn 30 subje~ts
and 10 percent mis9lng data.
In the 60 sub~
ject conditions, those with 20 percent missing
data required about 25 percent lesR core.
Once again, the average intercorrelation had
no substantial effect.
OVerall, two conclusions are apparent
from the cost comparisons.
First, both the
neW techniques are cheap enough to be usable,
although considerably more
expensive than
atandard techniques.
Second, the WOR technique is clearly much less expeQsive than the
lCLN technique.
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DISruSSION
Overall, the ~e$ultR of the study ware
encouraging.
Although the RHS algorithm does
not seem usable t both the KLN and WOU technique offered substantial improvement over
listwise d&l@tion.
They were at least as effective as pairwise deletioni more effective
when the average intercorreiations among the
dependent variables is high.
Neither showed
ant problema with convergence tor any of the
condi~lone studied.
Both had time and core
requirements which were feasable for general
use, although ~ueh greater than the listwise
or pairwise techniquea.
In summary, the
results obtained sd8seat that these may be
v41uable techniques for uae whenever the cost
of collecting additional data exceeds their
additional computational expense.

Zellner, A. An efficient method of estimating
seemingly unrelated regressions and tests
for aggregation bl~e. Journal of the
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population

'1'able 1
Matrices Used in the
Monte-Carlo Study

Average
Intercorrelatlon

Low

Table 2.

Population Value of J,.
for the MOnte-carlo seYay

C~varianea

Dependent Vari~ble8
YI
"2
"3

9.0

Independent Variable

1.2

4.8

Xc

4

10

4.0

2.4

Xl

3

-2

X2

2

0

X3

1

-2

I

16+

High

9.0

Dapendent Variable
YI
Y2
Y3

4.2

6.0

4.0

4.8

16.
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